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There are indications today that the science of statistics may eventually
lose its identity by becoming incorporated into a larger, more general theory
which is currently

•

~auld

to as decision theory.

refer~ed

be to provide rational rules of

-

-

uations

involvin~

unknown factors.

be~avior

The object of this theory

with sit-for people confronted -

Statistics - or, equivalently, statistical

decision theory - has this same objective but is distinctly limited in the type
of situation with which it can cope.
This stated objective is rather

v~gue,

and to stress its vagueness I point

out that equivalent statements could be obtained by substituting "reasonable" or
"sensible" for "rational", and "action" or "decision-making" for "behavior".
Implicit in the statement is

t~e

assumption that the elements of uncertainty in

the situation actually create a behavior problem for the T?erson concerned.
Shortly I ivill qualify

t~e

statement of the objective

a~d

attempt to make it more

precise; I will not, however, alter its essential meaning and I will not eliminate
the vagueness ::rhich centers on the vrord "rational".

Rational, reasonable, or

sensible is a vague concept because the reasonableness of an action depends upon
the circumstances in which the action takes place and upon the person who judges
its reasonableness.
The meaning of the objective may perhaps be made more clear by considering
as a particular situation some simple game such as checkers, or chess.

A rule of

behavior a":lr,>lyinn: to this situation is then simply a strategy for playing the

game; that is, a rule of behavior envisages every possible circumstance in which
the player may be required to move and specifies for each such circumstance
precisely what his choice shall be.

The unknown factor in this situation is the

strategy to be employed by the opponentt

If there actually 1rere available a li.st

- 2 of all the possible strategies connected with a game such as checkers:
Rules of Behavior
(i.e., strategies for playing the game)
for player I
for player II
A
a

•
•
then the game woul-1 be reduced simply to the selection of a strategy by each
player; once the two

strate~ies

are chosen the outcome of the game is uniquely

determined and it would be ?Ointless to
the game.
~eculiar

ing.

~SO

through the physical act of playing

I mention this fact only incidentally; it hapDens to be a property
to

~ames

involving only personal moves with no chance mechanism operat-

But now that we have the list of all possible strategies for tl:J.e two

players let us consider the -oroblem of selecting a "reasonable" strategy, say,
for player I.

·-'fe begin with strategy A.

The symbol A was used to represent a

rule of the folloV'Ting form:

r
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For every pos$ible circumstance that can arise - tl1at is for every possible
strategy employed by player II the moves for player I are specified by the
strategy A.

A complete examination of A then consists of taking each board in

its turn and, move by move, following the progress of each game to its conclusion.

But is this move by move analysis of each game necessary to our evaluation of

- 3 the reaso:1ableness of A?

I nut i.t to you that for the purpose of evaluation a

sufficient re;resentation of the strategies is contained in the follm·ring table
of winners:

Strategy
of. I

T1us, _!

~

I

I

Strategy of I I

't

a

1

A

I

II

II

B

I

II

I

c

II

I

II

•

sayin'"' that the reasonableness of a strategy can be judged

the basis of its consequences in t'.1e various nossible circumstances.

solely~

It is ocrti-

nent at this 'Joint, however, to recall the acla:;c whic11 says, in effect, that it
matters not 7Jhe t 11er you win or lose; rB. V1er, it's how you 0lay
counts.

t~1e

'Same tl-]_a t

Now there may be some question as to t':J.e anplicabili ty of this adage to

the game of checkers, but I 71isl1 to noint out th'J.t even if it does a F'Jly it does
not alter my earlier statement that a strategy can be judged solely on the basis
of its consequences, for if A is in S')me sense an unsportsmanlike strategy when
used against the strategy a then

t~!_e

effect of this unorthodox conduct may be in-

eluded as oart of the outcome of tl1e ;arne - for example, the outcome mi311t read
"player I wi'1s a'1d his oopulari ty rating drops 3 -,Joints".
uncharted

~round

when we

s;x~ak

Admittedly, we are on

of a measureable effect of "how you play t:1e game"

and yet the relative importance of v:=trious unsnortsmanlike actions is bein?; assessed

evt~ry

d3.y - in some cases by t':-le use of an actual num:;ric3.l scale, as in

:ttltletic r;3.mes when t'J.e importance of the various unsportsmanlike acts is actuallyly measured on a scale of ponalt:i_es against t'1e violators, and in everyday life
we encounter a scale rncasurinr:, t'18 importa'1.ce of
overnark or com.!Jli t murder.

~1northodox

action

~~~1enever

we

B·.1t, 'N}-:ether or not ,·re have an actual numerical scale

for me::l.surj_-'l'S tl-Je effect of t'1e physic3.l act of playin; the game

~·re

must still

- 4
~arn.e

include this effect in the O;J.tcome of t:12

for our 0uroose of evaluation.

Sunnose for the moment th.:tt the ada;,;e does not anl')ly to this game, that i.s,
sunpose the outcome may be simply represented as win or lose, and let us contin'18

our evaluation of the strategies for 'Jlayer I.

let us sun•Jose

t~at

And to simplify our problem

e::tch ')layer has only 3 oossible strategies to choose from.

r·:e consider first strategy A a'l.-:3 ask ourselves - is strate5y :'\. a reasonable
strate~r

for nlayer

strate~ies

n

.e observe that under t'1e circumstances a. and ~ ,

A and B Droduce identical outcomes, vrhile under circumstance Y , A

results in nlayer II
obvious t'::.at

winnin~

strate~y

Y!hile B results in player I ·winning.

A is an unreasonable strate?;y for 0layer I?

Is it then not
And vrhy?

Because from 'Jlayer I' s vie;'r:Joint t ',e outcome "player I vrins" is more desirable
than the outcome nplayer II "rins 11 •
ness of

~

Thus,

have

~

2 strate:sy .:?E; the basis of' the desirability

various 'Jossihle cirC 1lmstaDccs; and

W'3

are

of~

an0roachin~

of the word "rationa.l", "reasonable" or "sensi1Jle 11 •

to jud:;e the reasonableconsequences in the

a more nrecise meaning

Obsorve, also, this very

imnortant fqct that there is no auestion at all about the reasonableness of
stratecsy A - H would be obvious to anyone that A should be disregarded in seeking; a reason:J.ble strate:;y for -olayor I.
strate~y

The ;;rinciple eml)loyed here is that a

A is to be discarded if there exists a strategy B which is at le:J.st as

desir3.ble as A in every -:Jossib1e circu:ns tanco a11d i.s rnore desirable than A in at
least one circumstaDce.
T"lere no.r

re~ains

the !Jroblem of choosins; betvrecm strate-sies B 'lnd C.

You

may be temTJtorl to select B inm1ediately because nlayer I then wins in 2 of the 3
possible circumstances.
exercisin.-.; a choice o.f
strater:;y ~.
yourself in

It must be remembered, ho·wever, t:1at olayer II is also
str.'3.te~ies,

that '1e :m..i.c;ht

'Sll8S3

your reasonin<::; so use

This consideration, the fact t'1at 0layer II may be as clever as
solr~ctinc;

a strate>;Y, clearly comolic-1.tes the nroblem of selecting

- 5a reasonable

strate~

for nlayer I.

But i t is, fortunately, a complication

-;7hich does not concern us here; it is a complication -:1hich must be ccmsidered in
tlte ::::eneral decision theory, but it is a com::Jlicqtion ·which does not enter into
t~at

snccial brcnch of decision theory lmo'',';l as statistical decision theory - or,

more com."-cmly, as "statistics".
So I shall return to t'1e s"<lbject of sh tis tics by converting this checker
oro"l)le11. into V-te r;eneral st1.tistic1.l decision .;roblem, and by the q,eneral statist'.cal

dc~cision

;r'Jble'Gl I mean th:.>.t every statistical decision Jroblem can be for-

mula ted as a s-;ecial c '1Se of this TJroblem I am about to ryose.

To accomplish this

conversion I sh0.ll 'SO back to the adage about how you nlay the game, to remind
you that in assessing the desirability of a stratG!SY it 1'11ay be necessary to inelude in the

~onseauences

somethi:1g; more t"han sim'Jly '!Jhetl-J.er tl---,e game --,.ns vron or

lost - this crould also be necessary, for exJ.mple, if th.e nme were be in~ nlayed
for mon<:q and the 'lmount paid by the loser de-oended upon how thorouq;hly or how
badly he lost.

Thus, for the more

~Seneral

tyoe of outcome I simply ·write O(a., A)

for the outcome of a game inve;l vins_; strategy A for ;.:>layer I and strategy a. for
:;1-·:tyer II:
Table of outcomes

a.

r

~

A

O(a, A)

0(~ 1 A)

o(r 1 A)

B

O(a., B)
O(a., C)

0(~, B)

o(r, B)

0( ~I C)

o(r,

c

C)

• •

•
The conversion to

R

statistical 'Jroblem is the'1

0 1)tained

definitions of the symbols emoloyed in this structure.

simply by modifyim; the
The structure may still

be vim·red as a g·:une, b'..J.t ncY.'i Jlayer I becomes the statistici;m - or, if you 'irish,
t~.e

exTJcrimenter '1'1cl ·Jl "l.yer II becomes "nature" or

11

the real ·:rorld".

The

- 6strategies A, E, C, etc. of )lay0.r I become altenative statistical orocedures

13, Y,

available ta th0 eX')erimenter and the strato'"':ies a.,
become tloe oossible "states of nat'J.re".

etc. of player II

T:re exoerimenter is reauired to act or

make a decl.sion, i.e. to employ a strate-zy A or B or C, etc. in the face of an
unkno,,m ste.te :Jf nature; i.e. V-:e state of nature can be a. or

13

or

Tn.e basi,c distinctions betwee!1 this statistical game 3..-'l.d the game of

Y or ••••
c~1.ecK:ers

are, fi.rst, V1at in the checker g::l.me ;Jlayer II nas an intelligent beinr; '.'lhose
motives were dia;-netri.cally opposed to those of player I, while in the statistical
"':'lmG :Jlayer II cannot be considered as a C0'1scious opDoncnt who cqn take advantage

of mistakes made :)y nlayer I; and, second, the strA.te::_:.ies of player I no-;·r 0ermi t
the oerformin'! of exoeriments, the outcomes of which are chance events, and if
the ex:e ri::1ents 1re at all relevant then the rel3.tive freq:.J.ency of occurrence of
the variO'lS possible outcomes de·fxmds in some way upon the strate'SY being employed by player II, i.e. ,.upon the tr:1e state of nature.
olayer I. are thwl dis tinl!,'lis~18d by the

t~e

The various str-S.tegies of

of cx;)eri:r:1ent TJerformed, the type of

d?.ta collected, the amount of d.s.tCJ. collected, and the action or decision d-3termined by the d3.ta.

Thus,

~

str::d:.c;:sy

~

dict"l.tes that certain ex:x:riments s'1all
;:>ossiblo exmrirnental outco:ne

statist-i_cql :-Jcocedure for player I
~

exactly~

oerfor:ned

s-;ecifies for every

?'J.d

action or dcc:Lsion is to be made.

Observe, then, t 11at t 11e decision resultin-:s from a c;iven strategy vrill vary v:ith
the outcome of the ex:Jeriment dictated by that strategy.
Again these conceDts
tic::1.l gg_me.

C'ln

l:Jo clarified by considorin<:; some ;)-S.rticulqr statis-

Om') of 01..1r sirrnlest statistic"ll 1roblems is the folloviing:

::;opula tion of 1000 elements t'1ere is an unknovm number
the pronerty

.I•

~

In a

of elements possessing

The exn-::;rimenter vrants to lmovr the numerical value· of u but can

afford to cx1.mine only 20 elem::mts for the oroperty I?.
hoY many intend to vote for

X?

Example: 1000 voters

1000 inocula ted organisms - hovr many

7
successful inoculations?

An exJ.mole of

.::J.

strate'S'J or statistical nrocedure for

the ex·Jerimenter is:
A:

Tqko a raYJ.dom sample of 20 elements from the 1000 '?.nd examine each of
the 20 to determine whether or not it oossesses
make
P

is

t'~G

5J

= 0,

Droperty P.

Then

decision that the number of population elements possessing
times t~1e number of sample elements having P.

The DOssible st:ttes of nature are u =0, u
u

t~1e

= l,

••• , u • 1000.

In the circumstance

there are no elements in the population possessing the property P and

'rlence t'1ere will be no

elemo~ts

in a sample of 20 out of the 1000

havin~

P.

Thus,

if strat80y A is employed then no matter vrhich 20 clements are included in the
r3.ndom samole t 11c decision dictated by the sample results will be: decide that
0 elements have P.
having P so

In t 11e circumstance u = l there is l of t!J.e 1000 elements

98% of the possible samples of size 20 will contain no element having

P and 2% of the S3.m;Jles '>rill cont1.in th.1.t single element having ?.

Thus if A is

emnloyed then 1:i t'l. Drobabili ty • 98 A will decide 0 .:J.nd 'ifi th Drobabili ty .02 A
vrill decide

5o.

Similarly, in the circumst'lnce u

= 2,

A vrill result in decision

0 with •robability • 960h, decision " 50 with orobabili ty .0392, and decision 100
with probability

.aooh.

And, for tb.2 ?;enor'll circumstance u, A "Trill result in

the decision 50•x ;-!i th Drobability
contain X elemG'1ts

~1avin~

= the

fraction of samples of size 20 7rhich

P ,-rhen the population contains u elements having P.

Thus, the consequences of a strategy aro, in each circumstance, :;iven by a
frequency distribution of decisions.
In order to asaess tho reasonableness of the v1.rious possible strategies we
have to first decide Yrhich decisions are desirable in each circumstance and then,
if our evaluation of stratc-;iGs is to be at all accur:J.te
struct a n1uneric '11 sc'lle of desirabili DJ,

·.;re

must actually con-

·,ce have a 7ood start in this direction

in the obvious fact tl:l.at in every circumstance

t~e

most desirJ.ble decision is the

=

- 8
correct decision, a'1.d as the error of the decision increases t 11e desirability
decreases.

·The question is - 11ow fast does t"J.o desirability decrease as the

error increases:
follov;s:

take

'l

dcsirabili~

The construction of a scale of

would proceed as

DEtrticul'lr circumsta':'lce - for example, v1here the population

number of elements havins P is 100

90

92

91

93

94

105

106

96

95

93

102

103

104

97

99

100

101

Scale of desirability of decisions when u • 100
It is assumed

th~t

in this situation, to overestimate is more dangerous than to

underestimate, as might be the CB.se in the examDlc ':mere P is "successful inoculation"; when the true circumstance is u = 900 perharys overestimatin<s is no
longer regarded as dangerous or h.armful as compared to the c1.se u

= 100.

Thus,

it may vrell be tlut the undesirability of a given size error of decision VJ.ries
with the circumstances (true state of n1.ture) under which this error is committed.
Once a sca.le of desirability is chosen the

11

table of consequences" may be

constructed vli th consequences exnressed not as a frequency distribution of
dedsions but rather as the frequency distribution of the corresponding desirability of t11e decisions.

Such a table conveniently eliminates the mental trans-

formation from decision to desirability in :tsscssing
stra tegios.
strate~J

will be

th~::;

reasonableness of the

Using the abbrnvi3. ted notation: "vrhen the true situ 1. tion is u and

A is employed, the probability that the desirability of the decision
1

tlle dosirabili ty of d - 50xt is equal to the probability that x elements

ha\rinq; P vrill occur in

3.

s:1mplc of 20 11 written as "P [D(u,d) ... D(u,50x)) .:
A

PA (xlu)" where D(u,d) is the
dec is ion is u", we obtain

11 desir1.biliv[

of the decision d 7lhen the correct

- 9Table of consequences (on the desirability scale)
Str<J.tegy
of
~layer

I

Strate~r
c;,,

u::: l

u = 0

I

of olaycr II

P_ll. [D(O,d) = D(O,O)]

= .98
PA (D(l,)D)} = .02

=l

PA{D(l,O )]

A

u

=2

..•

PA[D(2, 0)]

= .~604

PA [D(2 ,50)]

= .0392

PA(D ( 2 , 100 )]

= .ooo4

I

B

•
•
•

I
The task of selecting a reasonable strategy for player I is still facing us;

1"re now- need some criterion which will en~blo us to discrL-rninate among the

strategies and so select a strategy which in some sense possesses the optimum
desirability.

The desirability of strategy A in a

~iven

circumstance is now ex-

pressed as a frequency distribution of desirability, and in comparing the desirability of strategies A and B in a given circumstance vre are required to comp'3.re
the two frequency distributions of desirability; these two distributions may be
of quite different shape and hence we have the need of a criterion for comparing
the desirability of two frequency distributions.
The criterion we adopt in this case must be a "reasonable" one - thus we are
still pb.gued by the vagueness of our original objective and appear to be following a circular Dath which can lead us nowhere.

It is, in fact, true that due to

the vagueness of our objective vre cannot, in the strict sense, over arrive at a
solution to our problem; we must, qt some point, eliminate this vagueness by an
arbitrary definition of "reasonabletl in order to obtain a solution.

e

~n,,r3e,

~OS s iblo

Ideally, of

we would like to C<"trry our intuitive meaning of "reasonable" as far as
in the ::trgument.

Onco we have arbitrarily eliminated 3.ll V:t.gueness from

- 10 the meaning of

11

re:J.sonable" then we will have completed the cons true tion of a

mathematic'll l)roblem, and from that point on the selection of the most "reasonable" strategy consists of a purely mathematical analysis over which v:e have no
intuitive control.
We are at such a noint now in our argument vlhere further progress can be
made only by further qualifying our objective.

StatisticR-1 decision theory, in

its present form, accomplishes this step by asserting t.1.3.t it seems "reasonable"
to judge the merit of any given strategy entirely on the basis of its average
desirability in the v1.rious circumstances.

Thus, j_n statistic-:tl decision theory

the frequency distributions of desirability appearing 1n the above table of consequences are replaced by their means, and -.:'re <vould s-'lY that two str2.tegies having
the same average desirability in a given circumstance aro equally desirable in that
circumstance.

Certainly there is a note of arbitrariness in this argument, as

illustrated by the follovring simple example:

in a p'lrticular circumstance let

strategy A have the desirability 0 with probability 1/10 and the desirability
1000 with probability 9/10, while in this same circumstance strategy B has the
desirability 900 with probability 1; since A and B then have the same average
desirability in this circumstance the tenets of present day statistical decision
theory vrould assert t}B.t A and B are equally desirable in this circumstance.
Cle"lrly, this assertion is open to question - but if the claim is rejected then
an alternative .qssertion must be made and it, in turn, ·:rh1.tevor it may be, vrill
also be liable to doubts.

An example of 1n assertion which would obtain ne8.rly

univers<tl agreement is tl:le following:

if in the circumstance a. the statement

that "the prob'lbili ty of the desirability equallinn; or exceeding x when strategy
A is used gre3.ter than t':1e pr·obabili ty that the desirability equals or exceeds x
ik -, B

is used" (symbolically, PA [D(a.,d) 1 x] ~ PBtp(a.$d) ~ xJ) holds for all values

of X then A is more desirable than B in the circumstance a. ; and if the st!ltement

- ll -

holds for all possible circumstances a, ~,
desirable than strategy B.

Y, ... then stratezy A is more

Ho'trever agreeable this statement may be, its useful-

ness as 'ln aid in selecting str'ltegies is distinctly limited; it ·would serve the
nurpose of eliminating from consideration all such undesirable strategies B but
;-rould be of no hcln in discriminating among the remaining strategies.
i f I'1. and B do stand in this relation in the circumstance

desirability of A is

~reater

Furthermore,

a then the average

than the average desirability of I3 in the circumst:mce

a , so if B is elimin'lted by this latter re::tsoning it will also be eliminated by
the "average desirability" criterion.
For the nurposes of further .argument, then let us adopt the vie·wpoint of
statistical decision theory th1.t tl:"le merits of a str.'ltegy m'ly be judged solely on
the basis of its average desirability in the v::trious possible circumst'lnces.
Then if vre use the not::ttion Ii(a, A)
used and the true circumstmce is

a

= the

aver:1ge desirability -nhen str::1.tegy A is

vre obtain

Table of consequences

a
A

D~a, A)

IS(~, A)

D(Y, A)

B

D(a,

D(r,

c

D(a,

D(~, B)
D(~, C)

B)
C)

D(Y 1

B)
C)

•

•

which more closely resembles the table of outcomes for tho checker game problem.
In generJ.l, the ex:J.mination of such a t9.ble will not produce a strategy which is
obviously best; without further qu:llificJ.tions on our me'lning of reason3.ble we
co1..1.ld say thqt t11e strategy A is better than B only if tho average desirability
cf l. ·aero

a.t least as groJ.t :J.s tho average desirability of B in every possible

circumst:mce a, ~' t', .... ; and greater than the aver2.ge dosirability of B in at

- 12 least one circumstance.

Our present qualifications on tho meanin-:s of "reasonable"

do not equip us to coDe '.'Tith the situation 'Nhero A is more desirable thn.n B in the
circumstance a. but B is more desirable than A in the circumstance

~

•

''Te are

required, therefore, to put additional restrictions on our meaning of "refl.sonable" in order to make any further progress with the lJroblem.
Statistical decision theory offers several possibilities

~t

this point but

has no firm convictions regarding their intuitive value.

One suggestion 7rhich

has recoi ved a great deal of attention is the following:

the average desira-

bility of

3.

strategy varies v.rith the true state of nature and does, for some

state of nature, attain its minimun, so to Drotect ourselves against the worst vre
ex'Unine each strategy to dGtormine its mi'l.imum desirability and then order the
strate~ies

qccordins to their minimum desirability; the

strate~

t~e

having

largest minimum desirability is then reg'3.rded as the "bust" strategy.

This

criterion has been aoplied to several common statistical problems and has nroduced st3.tistic::tl procedures which are "best" in this sense; the procedures have
not, hovrevor, been put into practice - either because experiementers do not
agree that such procedures are "best"; i.e., they do not agree with this final
restriction on the meaning of "reasonable", or they are extremely slovr in ch'l.nging from the established pattern.
The alternative suggestions of decision theory nill not be considered here;
rather, vre '.Till turn no:r to

t~e

existing sbtistical procedures and examine them

in the liq;ht of the :J.bove argument.

Since exnerimenters do use statistic1.l pro-

cedures tl':ere must o.lre::tdy be agreement· on a precise meaning of "reasonable", and
an exqmination of the stJ.tistical orocedures commonly pr3.cticed should reveal
this me-'lning.

For tho sake of brevity vre shall confine our attention to

::t-+istic<J.l ostim"l.tion problems "lnd use the above Droblcm of estimating the
number of elements having the Dropcrty P in a popul1.tion of 1000 as our example.

- 13 If vm accept t:1e principle that tl1e reasonableness of a statistic:tl procedure should be .judged on the basis of the desirability of its consequences in
v:trious nossible circumstances then the first step in ev'lluatinS'; the alternative
estim'l tion Drocedures j_s to construe t a scale of desirability.

In practice, of

course, tho experimenter himself does not even consider the problem of

.~

scale

of desirability, but the st:ttistician does - for without it there is no W'lY of
dcterminin::; -..·.rhether one procedure oroduces more desirable results than another
and hence no reason for preferring or

reco~~endin~

one procedure over another.

The stqtistician, hovrever, views the estim:ttion 'Jroblem in its abstract form,
divorced from its connection with a real life situation.

Thus, the oresent

example assumes the form already stated - a populqtion of 1000 elements contains
an unknown number u of elements possessing the nroperty P; the n::tture of the
population elements and of the oroperty P are irrelevant from the statistician's
Doint of view.

The scale of desir"l.bility v.rhich the statistician constructs will,

therefore, be also independent of the nature of the population elements and the
proDerty P and will therefore bo

~

arbitrary scale in

~ ~

life si tu"ltion.

The sc1.le alrr1ost universally ndopted in estimation ')roblems is the follovring;: an
error in decision of 2 units is

L times as undesirable as an error of

error of 3 is 9 times 1.s undesirable as an error of 1, an error of

4

1 unit, an

is 16 times

as bad as an error of 1, .and so on; in general, t}}e undesirability of the decision
d -',Then the true state is u is proportion'll to the squarc:;d error (d - u).a of the
decision.

According; to this sc::tle, then, overestimation and underestimation are

equally bad, regardless of the truo st.:1.tc of n::tture, and an error of any given
size is equally bad in 3.ll possible states of n3.ture, and regardless of the
si bation
~'-e'1ses

f~cing

the ex:)orimenter the undesirability of m error in decision in-

directly as

t~e

sqm.rc of the error.

JIJGxt, t~1e sb.tistician asserts that the desirability (or undesirability) of

- lh ~iven

a strategy in any

circumstance may be judged solely on tho basis of its

average desirability (or undesirability) in that circumstance.

As already in-

dicated, one suggestion of decision theory is that the statistician's next step
should be to seek out that strategy having the srrt1llost maximum average undesirability.

In statistical practice, however, the step which is cormnonly taken at

this noint is completely indenendont of our concept of desirability; in order to
further differentiate among the alternative estimation procedures the statistician
no:r invokes the requirement that the procedures yield unbiased estim'ltos of the
true situation.

Thus, he confines his attention to those procedures havin'; the

property that in every possible circumstance the average of the estimates dictated
by the procedure is equal to the correct estim:1te.

In many instances this princi-

ple of unbiasednoss is useless since estimation problems frequently nrise in which
no procedure yields unbiased estimates.
is represented by exam?los such as

t~c

A more serious objection to the ?rinciple
present problem of ostimatin'6 the number u

of (;lements havin:s tl:lo nroporty P; in this case there is exactly one procedure
(tho given strategy A) which yields unbiased estimates and so by invokin~ tho roquiremGnt of unbiasedness the statistician completely avoids the dosirabili ty
issue •. If there are several unbiased procedures to choose from then the
statistician returns to his squared error scale of undcsir::J.bility and examines
for each nossible state of nature the average undesirability of e-:tch of the unbiased strot tcgies.

Idc1.lly, ho '.vould look for a strategy which in every circum-

stance gave the most desirable (or least undesirable) consequences, and it
:=-requently does happen that when more than one unbiased estimation procedure
exists there is one '.'rhich is uniformly the least undesirable when the scale of
lll'lrJPsirability is taken ?,s squn.reo error.

Tho restriction th:1t a procedure yield

t:·1".._;i.ased estimates greatly narrows the class of al tern.:1 ti ve arocedures to choose
£:',::~, ... ~nd

if strictly adhered to would many times elirninatc from consideration

- 1.5 Droccdures which ::l.re uniformly more desirable than the best of the unbi::l.sed procedures.

The expression "uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator" sounds

quite optimal, but there are a number of important practical

nroble~

of esti-

mation in which the most desirable unbiased estimation procedure is not even
-:•rorth consider:::ttion since there are other orocodures available which yield an
:wer;:tgG squared error vihich is uniformly loss than tho average squared error (or
vgrinnce) of tho best unbiasGd nrocedure.

It r:1ay be said, then, that the st1.tis-

tician invokes tho criterion of unbiasedness simply as an exoedience, and if he
hapnens to find a procedure uniformly more desirable than his unbiased

~rocedure

he irmnediately discards this arbitrary principle of unbhsedness.
An examination of current st::J.tistic:ll practices will thus reveal thCJ.t in
every c-ase they Here arri vcd at by an arbitrary elimination of the al term. ti ve
procedures.

In every case tho first step in the elimination nrocess is the

adontion of an arbi tn.ry scale of desirability, and however squeamish researchers
may be about constructing the"i.r o"m scale of desiro.bili ty they ::nust ultimately
come to that if statistical practices are to show 1.ny improvement over their
present 1.rbitr-ary nature.

I emphasize

a~ain

that scales of desirability are em-

ployed continually by statisticians and that the experimenter in accepting the
tools offered by the statistician is accepting a scale of desirability v1hich was
formed v.ri th no regard v1hatsoevor for tho particular situation facing the experimenter.

It ap'Jears to me, then, that if tho rosaarcher vrere to take a realistic

look at his statistic3.l nractices he would find them intolerably arbitrary.
I'

